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CSCSPA Maps ’Battle Plan’
DA I LY At San Luis Obispo Meeting
By DICK DANIELS
Spartan Daily Editor
ASB President Jerry Spotter led
student leaders of the California
State Colleges in a "declaration of
No. 60 war" against any tuition under
consideration for State College
students at a weekend conference
of student body leaders in San Luis
Obispo.
Student body presidents and
other leaders from 14 of the 18
State Colleges met at the quarterly conference of the California
State College Student Presidents
Association held on the Cal Poly
campus Friday through Saturday.
Spotter was accompanied by ASB
Vic President Vic Lee, who served
as a delegate.
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’Symbol of Status’

The Ups and Downs of ’Grass’
EDITOR’S NOTE This is the first
article in a three-part series to
discuss marijuana usage on the SJS
campus. In today’s article the writer
aplains by whom, how and why
marijuana is used. Future articles
will attempt to answer the questions: Is it addictive? How do students compare its effects to those
of alcohol? Who supplies it? Why
are those suppliers the ones most
sought by the authorities?
By JIM BREWER
Spartan Diiity Staff Writer
Marijuana smoking is one of the
many student status symbols on
the SJS campus. Yet all indications
point to a rapid decline in its
popularity.
If you look hard enough, you
can find "grass" anywhere here -fraternities, dorms, approved housing, and even student government.
In fact, the next time you pass
a student walking on campus, and
he’s smoking a cigarette, you may
discover that that isn’t what he’s
smoking at all.
Experienced "pot heads" say they
find it easier to roll "bombers"
(marijuana stuffed into an emptied
filter cigarette shell) and proceed
as if nothing peculiar is going on.
They claim that the smell seldom
recognized in open air, especially
since most students wouldn’t teeoimize it if they themselves "were
in the middle of a hot pipe." But
these "old timers" are not typical
status seekers.
One fraternity man points out
how the status system really
works. "If you’ve used it once,
you are better than one who hasn’t
used it all. If you’ve used it twice,
that’s better yet. But after you use
It much more, you are considered
a "head," and that’s worse than
never having used it at all."
To a real "pothead," though,
there is little or no consideration
of status. These students spend
most of their waking hours
"stoned." They feel that they can
perform better in this condition.
"It makes this school and all its
phony people bearable," one sophomore "hippy" asserted recently.
The majority of the users here,
however, are not frequent smokers.
Seldom, if ever, do these students

smoke alone or purchase a large
quantity of the drug for their own
a weekuse. To them it’s a kick
end thrill, not to interfere with
their weekly alcoholic beverage
consumption routine. These students do enjoy the psychedelic
effects of this ancient "mindexpanding" thug, but they also
recognize the dangers involved.
One fraternity officer points out
that, although most of the members of the group will "turn on,"
they all agree it’s much too hazardous to the reputation of the
organization to keep the "stuff" in
the house.
On the other hand, though, one
student was so careless that observers reported seeing a marijuana plant growing in his Eighth
Street apartment window. "Grass,"
he boasted, grows anywhere. Like
Jack and the Bean Stalk, just
throw out some seeds and you’ll
soon be able to reach the sky."
There are varying methods by
which students induce a marijuana high. A regular smoker’s
pipe is the most common. The bowl
is covered with aluminum foil and
a pin hole is pricked at the bottom
to allow the smoke to pass through
the stem, The foil protects the
wood of the pipe and allows a
smaller quanitity of the drug to
be packed while still leaving a
good air flow between the weed
and the match. The pipe is lighted
and kept covered with the hand
to keep excess smoke from escaping.
More experienced smokers use
a self-rolled cigarette. One’s ability
to roll is also a measure of status.
Experts can keep pace with a
rolling machine. These "joints,"
"numbers," "reefers," "doobies,"
"Spikes," or whatever you choose
to call them, can be stored easily
for future use. To get an idea of
the extent of this method, just
ask any drug or grocery store
clerk if there has been a recent
increase in the sale of cigarette
papers. The demand in the past
year has risen quite substantially.
In fact, a year ago, very few
stores stocked them. Today, you

ACTION URGED
Spotter introduced the tuition
’natter before the assembly of student delegates and urged that
CSCSPA take some action to oppose any request for a $200 annual
tuition for State College students.
The Los Angeles Times, in a Friday news story, stated that Reagan was considering asking for a
$200 State College tuition and a
$400 annual tuition for University
of California students.
The SJS student president also
*

*

asked the assembled student lead- mous opposition from the presiers representing over 180,000 stu-’ dents and delegates in attendance.
dents of the State College system But the committee reported to the
to oppose any suggested cutback in conference that tuition would be
the education budget also reported easier to oppose and that it would
as action being considered by Gov. make a more effective campaign
Reagan.
because "it affects the students
directly."
SPOLTER APPOINTED
"The long range effect of tuition
Spotter was named by fellow as compared with the cutback in
student presidents to chair a com- the education budget will get
mittee to work out a resolution greater attention from students
opposing both tuition and and edu- because tuition hits them where it
cation budget cutback. Later he hurtsthe pocketbook," Spotter
headed another committee which told the convening assembly.
worked out an "action plan" to
Spotter’s committee resolution
"implement student opposition to subsequently was passed unanituition."
mously, as was an eight -point acBoth tuition and the considered tion plan. The plan calls for mass
10 per cent cutback drew u.nani- letter-writing to state government
officials and representatives, petitions a n d student delegations
visits to Sacramento to voice opposition of any tuition and budget
Student Council will hold a cutbacks to the governor and legislature. Mass rallies also are prospecial meeting today to eonposed on each of the 18 State Colalder resolutions adopted by the lege campuses on the same dai to
California Slate College Presi- protest imposing any tuition and
dent’s Association opposing tui- slashing the education budget "by
tion rates for the state colleges. any percentage."

Special Meeting

The meeting will be held at
2:30 p.m. In the (’allege Union,
815 S. Ninth street.

*

Faculty Council Acts
On Budget Cut Issue
Well known to those familiar with
TOOLS OF THE TRADE
the "grass" world, these objects are used to produce a marijuana
"high." In the rear is a regular smoking pipe, the bowl covered
with tinfoil, and a -crutch." In the foreground are two types of
cigarette paper and two forms of marijuana "joints." In the
center is a water pipe.
can find them in any off-campus
store that carries tobacco supplies.
There are two additional methods
of smoking marijuana which are
common practice. One, the "bomber," is used by those not proficient
at rolling their own. The other, a
water pipe, enables non-cigarette
smokers to withstand the harsh
smoke as it passes into the lungs.
Owning your own waterpipe means
much status in some circles.
Unlike conventional smoke, marijuana smoke is taken deeply into
the lungs and held there as long as
possible. A few good "hits" produce
a high in minutes.
Although the number of onetime experimenters with marijuana
grows larger every day, the llst of
students with whom it is a daily
practice is rapidly declining because, they say, it definitely leads

With characteristic deliberation,
Academic Council yesterday afternoon hammered out a resolution
urging Governor Ronald Reagon to
protect California’s system of
higher education by supporting the
1967-68 budget approved by the
State College Board of Trustees.
The resolution, drafted by Dr.
Robert C. Gordon, professor of
English, in its original form "opposed" any cut of the trustee’s
budget. After discussion Council
amended the resolution to make it
more assertive, partially at the
suggestion of Viv Lee, ASB vice
president.
Lee read portions of the California State College Presidents
Association (CSCPA) resolution,
drafted on identical issues last
weekend at Cal Poly at San Luis
Obispo.
The Council ultimately adopted a
Similar wording to that of the
CSCSPA’s.

biology, favored drafting separate
resolutions to deal with the two
problems.
Eventually, however, the Council supported Dr. Theodore M.
Norton’s contention that, "It’s all
one ball of wax."

COUNCIL UNITED
Despite considerable disagreement on specific passages, the
Council was united in supporting
the sense of the resolution.
Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, professor
of history, noted, "From all accounts, it appears Reagan is sending up a trial balloon, and we have
the obligation to give a response."
Describing the budget cut issue,
Robert E. Griffith, professor of art,
*
*
*
said, "This is like asking a guy
for a dollar who doesn’t have a
dime."
In other action, the Council, a
faculty-advisory body to President
Robert D. Clark on matters of
college policy, tabled a set of nine
guidelines for quarter plan conversion.
The group also referred to committee a resolution to "suspend the
operation of all college-wide committees devoted to quarter plan
Gov.
SACRAMENTO (AP)
conversion . . . ," feeling other
avenues to discourage implemen- Reagan said today he is "shocked"
tation of the quarter plan would that University of California and
be more effective.
state college officials "could stand
by and see such misinformation
*
*
*
put out" about his economy plans.
The governor told a reporter
that his administration has not
made arty final decision to charge
higher education tuition fees.
And he denied he is considering
massive cutbacks in university and
state college budgets.
The American Federation of her of signatures by the end of
Reports of a contemplated 10
semester.
this
Teachers (AFT) approved a peti-.
per cent budget cut and tuition
Plans
for
the
presentation
of
the
fees began circulating following a
lion protesting any tuition and
petition in Sacramento depend on
budget cutback proposals of Gov, the legislative reaction at that meeting in Reagan’s office last
week on plans for reducing an exRonald Reagan in a special sea-; time, Dr. Galm stated. He said it pected budget deficit.
sion yesterday in the cafeteria.
is hoped that the petition will be
Reagan appeared ired about
The petition describes the pro-. accompanied by at least 200 col- them when he talked to a newsprofessors.
posed budget cut "by some arbi-llege
man in the Capital garage today as
he stepped from his cal returning
trary figure," and the "imposition
LEGISLATORS CONTACTED
Irons a weekend in Southern CaliHe anticipatethat appointments
of tuition charges on students," as maybemadezthewr,legislator
fornia.
policies "apparent being fostered I
Referring to reports spread of
by your (Reagan’s) administra- in Sacramento, in an effort to conthe meeting by some of those
duct a man to man lobby.
tion."
Dr. Calm is hopeful that the there, he said "It is like Chicken
The petition states that enactLittle running around saying the
ment of either of the proposals petition can he presented in con- sky is falling in."
would seriously retard higher edu- junction with a student forum
being planned to protest the proSpecifically referring to univercation in California.
sity and state college officials,
It states further that the pro- posed educational policies.
This student forum is a delega- Reagan said "they were the ones
posals are "intolerable to us as
State College professors, and we tion from all the State Colleges who went running out like the
will take any action necessary to planning to protest alleged admin- town crier."
He said the administration
provent these policies from being istration proposals. "The college
sI udents are taking this opport uni- doesn’t advocate higher education
put into effect."
ty to make our opposition known in cutbacks. Instead, he said, it Is
PETITION LAUNCHED
a significant manner," according to considering charging tuition, and
Plans are being made to ap- Jerry Spoiler, ASH twesident.
using half the money for higher
proach each professor in attempts
No concrete preventative action education support and the other
to get signatures; on the petition, has been considered In’ the AFT half for scholarships for those who
laccording to SJS local president, and will not be unless the recent Can’t afford college. Ile again
Or. John (lalm. It is hoped that reports are confirmed, Dr. Galin stressed that no decision has been
the petition will have a good num- concluded.
made.

to the use of other drugs. "I was
up so long it seemed like down.
I’m glad to be back," remarked
one junior who had been smoking
the drug constantly for six months.
Some students said they are switching to pep pills and other stimulants as well as LSD because
they are "tired of the same trip."
Another student said he believes
that marijuana is given away by
Berkeley leftist leaders. "It’s being
used as a lever by American Communists in an effort to recruit
active support In their movement,"
one graduate student asserted.
Whether this is an indication
that the dope-smoking "hippy" is
CUTBACK DISCUSSED
just a fad remains to be seen. The
There was also discussion of the
relative number of marijuana users
on campus is small, but there is question of whether to include in
still plenty of money to be made the resolution of both the budget
cut and state college tuition poshere for an experienced pusher.
sibilities, which were revealed
Thursday in an account by William
Trombley of the Los Angeles
Times.
Dr. James P. Heath, professor of

AFT Drafts Protest Petition
Hitting Tuition, Budget Cut

--Photo by Madison Denim

STRIKING ILLUMINATION
Lightning over Mill Valley provided the lighting for this photograph by Madison Devlin, who opened the shutter of his camera
and waited for lightning bolt to snap this picture. The photo is
part of a 28 -panel exhibit in the central wing of the college

library. Photographs are by members of the San Francisco Chapter of the American Society of Magazine Photographers. The
exhibit is sponsored on campus by the Department of Journalism
and Advertising.

MORE FREEDOM
The CSCSPA conference, chaired
by Jim Nixon, San Francisco ASB
president, also passed resolutions
urging the governor and legislature to permit students more
freedom in making rules governing their conduct and activities.
Ron Robinson, student body president at Cal State Los Angeles introduced the resolution urging Gov.
Reagan to recognize the students’
right to help to make the rules
and regulations under which they
must abide. Robinson explained
this resolution establishes the philosophy of granting students a voice
in their own academic affairs and
therefore is the basis on which the
resolution opposition tuition and
budget cutbacks are submitted .
Vic Lee was elected chairman of
the Delegates’ Assembly, which
organized workshops at the conference. Workshops were held to
study campus parking problems,
student participation in the State
College Academic Senate and the
possibility of a state-wide student
opinion poll. However, no formal
action was taken on the workshop
topics at the Cal Poly conference.

Gov. Reagan:
Misinformation
Is Shocking
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Israeli Student Hits
Syria Border Attack

From the Editor

Editor:
Syria is at it again. After
two months of relative quiet on
the Israeli border, probably due
to the holy Ramahadan month
to Moslems, Syrian border positions again opened fire into
Israel.
Utilizing Russian tanks and artiller)’, Syria fired on peaceful
farmers in the vicinity of the
Sea of Galilee. The unprovoked
attacks, six in the past eight
days, wounded two Israeli civilians. Only by a miracle no one
was killed.
Israel is demonstrating a terrific example of self-restraint.
But for how long? . . .
It is clear, according to the
international law granted by the
U.N. charter, that if Syria eontinutes with its acts of murder
against Israel, Israel in selfdefense will have to restrain
Syria by punitive action, it nothing else works. So far Syrians
have refused to listed to reason.
And of course, in the event
Israeli defends itself again we
expect the Arab students at SJS
to condemn Israel as "the aggressor."
Fltan Mirareiky
A:305

Action Defended
It seems only natural to us that an employer in this
country has the right to terminate an employe at any lime ft ,r
a reasonable and justified cause. This principle follows the
old saying, He rib pays the fiddler calls the time. In the case of the current controversy between Charles K.
Moreland. ASH information officer. and ASH President Jerry
Spolter. the same employe-emploser reit&
ltt p exists. After
all, Spoiler is the rbief exectithe officer and Nloreland is an
em pica e of the A,SII executie brain-h.
Moreland., ulto incidental li is a Negro, was notified by
Spolter late in December that his position was being eliminated
Feb. I because it tas felt bs the person charged %HI’ ultimate
responsibility in ASH exectitke affairs ’Spoiler that the
.intiituutt of work didn’t justify the expense of retaining the
information officer as a salaried position.
Moreland’s reaction at last Wednesday’s e
7i1 meeting
was an unjust assumption that his being a Negro was not
merely incidental in his termination notice.
Tlw president then sirs ...trefoils explained 10 Niorciand
and conned members that he felt that the additional funds
to retain Moreland 1st -re
neicar. He felt that the ASH,
math up of 2.2.000 .t hut.. was not getting a fair return for
the money used in funding the salaried position. Spolter has
an obligation to conduct the affairs of the ASH executive
branch of government in the best interests of all the students,
not to sent. nit Is harles Nloreland or any other single student
-- not to compt.itsate for the fact that since Moreland is a
Negro, it would he tout -Its lo remove him civil if it is in the
hest interests if the ASH.
It 14111S 10 11, that if :spoiler were a "bigot" or just plain
against Nigrocs. a- Moreland iharges. he wouldn’t have appointed Moreland 10 1
1110,111,111 in the first place!
To take it one step further, if Spoiler were a true bigot
or a mere craven he Itioniti simpis go to council and make a
reque,t for additional fluid- Ii
is Moreland to the end of the
school %ear. Ii 1, 0111,1
IT% 1-.1,
pres Chit the whole matter
in reopie-ting more -Indent land-. Iliereln. as oiding a "delicate
situation. Spoiler ’trod/aids rnalized that Inany persons %%amid interpret this .1, prejtadiiial. hut he felt he had to act in tlie
lit -t inters -4- of the ASH.
It’s a sati note indeed when any incident as this one is
hastils branded as "race prejudice." Conceii ably, this means
liii NeLtro,- -tumid he afforded preferential treatment in
order to :R M.! any charge of racial "inequality:. it would
be "unequal- to gist. Negroes, or any- other minority group,
preferential treatment just because they are in the tt i tt ority.
Is this not discriminati tttt ? is this strking for equal treatment
of all peoples.’:’ Most cerlainl
Vt Il-ti-i I Is 4.111 lllll 1.1111 S11111111:, 1.011rage in acting in what
he genuinely felt were the hest interests of all the students
black. white. pink., green. or %slut have you. His efforts to
streamline the exPelllitt branch and to disconti ttttt ineffecii%e
expenditure.. tiir.r..bs saving the sloth
should he
commeni ed.
e eartiesIlv hope that the citil rights
emenl, the
most significant es inn in all of social progress. is nitt harmed
by unfair blasts of racial discrimination. Such charges. when
they an unjust, serve mils to llocr the civil rights movement
and to cloud the real racial diseri 111 ma lion issues.
The progress made in achieving equal rights for all is
handicapped seriously when unjust and sinsiter charges of
racial dis-crimination are confused with the real. valid charges
of prejudice. When confusion oi Dn issues hecomeu a big
problem, then we all lose, especially the one who suffers
discrimination.
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’Give Students Fresh Problems’
EDITOR’S NOTE This is the first
of a two-part article in which Dr.
Conrad Borovski discusses the advantages of an experimental college
program.
By DR. CONRAD BOROVSKI
Aust. Prof. of Foreign Languages
What’s an idea without its
execution? A dream, a scare, a
jokeor a philosophy? Man’s
greatest thoughts have gone to
waste for lack of reasonable action. At a time of dire need for
educational reforms, we stand at
the threshold of yet another
utopia frustrated by lack of
funds and met with strong opposition by the very people who
should be instrumental in making education meaningful
the
educators. Wil1 they not see the
writing on t bc wall?
Students are rebelling all over
the world against a system still
steeped in medieval methods
Berkeley, London, Strasbourg
to name only sonic of the prominent pldees of unrest. Students
are in revolt because they lire
dissa fished without quite knowing what. with. Ti) many of them
our social problems demand immediate action, the guiding
thought for which should emanate from universities and colleges. Yet when such students
Ii liiaptil what they begin to
grasp, iney are deleanal by a
state delendm; ilte established
order and t retry itself.
STUDENTS CAN TELL
Who but Ilse ..tiiiletil can tell
11. him? And
what needs
people mimed ity and faith lid to conycntion tell him what
he is to learn. This is inevitably
what his elders have come to
think most valuable in their own
experience. Tempora mutantur
Sed mutamus in illis?
Intelligent administrators are
now giving the dissatisfied student an opportunity to complement and to evaluate his education in "experimental colleges."
What’s to become of this idea?
The experimental nature of
still hunt -organized courses fore4 e.. restrict eels .,rei much plan-

,
,

,, , ..
,. ,
1

. .... ’

fling (Perhaps that’s an advantage in itself.) But chances
are that cheerfully wild ventures are short-lived or, worse,
once and for all forbidden when
the authorities have satisfied
themselves of their "impracticality."
’SELF DEFEATING’
To design a program for experimental colleges would be
self-defeating. What ought to be
done instead is to find out what’s
wrong with the existing set-up,
and then to see what possibilities are offered by experiments
to remedy the situation.
What have we got?
The universities are staffed
with "scholars" whose job it is to
show the student how to become
"a scholar." It is a circle with
no room for the intellectual escapades an intelligent student
may crave for. The "scholars"
on the faculty will only hire
believers in the dogma of passing
Ott the Truth. A revolutionary
newcomer is an exception to the
rule on any campus, and, if he
does arrive, his chances for survival are rather slim. This scholastic merry-go-round is, however, the very thing the students
of today and somtimes
also
teaching assistants are protesting against. Sartre has called
the humanists "teachers of the
errors of the past." Most intelligent students clamor for more
immediate relevance in their
studies and demand answers to
the pressing problems of our
time, a century which has already seen two world wars most
"scholars" neith.r foresaw nor
helped to circumvent.
FRESH PROBLEMS
What could we have?
Endeavors worthy of our age
would be directed towards solving the plight of modern man.
Intelligence is satisfied when it
---

is engaged. Instead of obliging
students to re-discover answers
we have been taught ourselves,
we ought to give them fresh
problems to solve.
Classes in an experimental college could offer a valuable new
approach to education if they
meant student exploration of
new areas under the guidance
of men who must have read
more and must have more experience the professors. Few
of these men, now lecturing or
"teaching," may wish to see
themselves reduced to helpers in
the learning process. Yet, how
m uch have they themselves
learned from the lectures of
others that has lasting significance? Should men do jobs
which can be done as well by
books or by machines? z
z
NEW ROLE NEEDED
The experimental college suggests to the professors the role
they should have accepted long
ago: that of men who make their
learning available as a basis
for new departures, for fresh
searches. If all are to benefit
from such nee co-operation, the
fields of study must not be too
limited. Some students wish to
major now in LSD and revolution, and some professors seek
an opportunity to teach the
esoteric specialty their school
has found no use for.
A great number of important
subjects are not, yet being
studied anywhere. Many of them
may have to be covered in an
interdisciplinary fashion. It is
well-known, for instance, that
man’s technological progress
widely influences religious and
social attitudes, hence language
and philosophy as well as the
fine arts. All fields thus become
interwoven and inseparable in
effective instruction on any
human problem.

Jeff Mullins

Student Tells Why
Tower List Popular
Editor:
Bah-rah, sis-boom-baa! Tower
List, Tower List! Yah-Yah. This
is how I feel about the Tower
List, Professor of Economics
Owen M. Browles. The Tower
List is the greatest thing since
and F grades started
A, B, C,
appearing on report cards. . . .
Perhaps it all began a long
time ago in a dismal science lA
class. There was this teacher
(as there are many teachers
teaching dismal science). This
particular teacher, however, leVitS

1

Round Trip
From San Jose
to London:
From Paris
to San Jose:
or
From San Jose
to London:
From Paris
to San Jose:

GIRL

SALES

We are looking for an ambitious, enthusiastic girl with bubbly personality, whose schedule
is such that site can give us a
reasonable amount of hours.
Should have some experience
in women’s wear. Junior or senior who lives locally preferred.

JUNE 13

JUNE 17
SEPT. 4

Call
Prof. David Mage

appiy at JUDDS of San Jose
65 W. Santa Clara

at SJS, Ext. 2562
at Home, 264-9275

* ’67 BEAUTY SPECIALS *
Shampoo and set,
Style haircut,
Frostings,

regularly S1.00

regularly

regularly

$3.00

$2
$1.50
$9.00

$15.00

Soft style body wave,

regularly

$20.00

$9.00

Call now, let Mr. Ron Griffin
personally design your

’67 hairdo.

Go/den 7’ouch Beauty Salon
29 E. Santa Clara

295-5535
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ADVENTURE, EXCITEMENT

Why is Cal the place
to sell your books?

Drive-in and Dining Room Service

TIC S
1ACOS
24 HOUR SERVICE
BREAKFASTLUNCH
DINNER

has stores near many northern
California colleges. So if you are lucky
enough to have a current edition that
won’t be used at State next semestet,
Cal

chances art. the blink is still being used
on another campus served by Cal.
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McCabe Hall
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SUNDAY, JANUARY 15, 1967
8:30 p.m. (90-Minute Color Show)

let-nand

Tickets Available

and

Phone Orders 297-8421

exceptional. He was the kind of
inspiring, dynamic. suck -yourear-lobes - right - off -your - head
typenteafeeth ec.
this. teacher was so
good that during registration
week his classes always filled up
first, and when students could
not get seats in his classes, they
felt cheated by the great administration powers for now they
had to take Dismal Science classes from less inspiring, less interesting educators.
But then for some reason this
great, tremendous teacher passed
out grades one semester. All the
Dismal Science teachers began
passing out grades. . . .
And low and behold what kind
of grades did this terrific teacher give his students. "Lousy
grades," they whispered in the
halls. "Terrific teacher gives
many F’s and D’s." The word
spread through the halls, into
towers and onto lists (evolution
of the Tower List). Meanwhile
other teachers were giving A’s
and B’s. "Yeh, hut the other
teachers are dull, uninspiring,
unintr. eating." "Yeh, hut grades
are ir,;ortant, important, imp
End.
Grad t, as well as Tower Lists,
are necessary evils, eh?

4fh and St James

1-57 e. salt carlos

IPrice $1.75
Door Prizes

FREEMAN’S SPORT CENTER
244 South Second St.
840 Town & Country Village
San Jose, California.
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Spikers Grab Easy Relay Victory
By LEE JUILLERAT
Spartan Daily Sports Editor
The king-awaited debut of the
SJS mile-relay team was just part
of the evening ’quack -up Saturday night in the Cow Palace AllAmerican Meet, the first indoor
track competition of the year.
The race, the last of the evening, ended the meet on a happy
note for Bud Winter and his Spartan contingent.
Ken Shackelford, Bob Talmadge,
Lee Evans and Tommy Smith sped
over the boards in 3:17.7, bettering by- two seconds their own
Cow Palace and meet records.
TALMADGE FLASHES
Shackelford opened from the
blocks with a 51.0 and Talmadge,
a sophomore, followed with a
flashy 411.4. Evans took the third
leg out quickly but slowed at the
finishobviously tired from his 600

Wrestlers Hope
To Bounce Back
Against Broncos
After their toughest meet of the
season, the Spartan wrestlers hope
ot alleviate their sorrows with an
abundance of action this week.
SJS lost its first. dual meet of
the season Friday to strong Fresno
State, 18-9.
The Spurts draw the favorite
role in the first of three matches
this week when they entertain
Santa Clara tonight at 7:30.
Friday Hugh Mumby sends his
forces against Stanford and Saturday they meet Cal State at Long
Beach in a pair of home contests.
The Spartans should have little
trouble establishing a new win
string tonight against the Broncos,
who have a comparably weak team
this season.
Gary Lorenz and Gary Barnstetter were the only Spattans
to remain perfect in dual competition against Fresno. Lorenz won
the 145-pound class and Ramstetter
the 160 division, both by decisions.
The only other SJS grappler who
won was L Q. Starling, in the
123-pound match.
Dick Hamm, Dan Swensen, Mike
Herschfelt, Paul Hatling and Rich
Popejoy suffered their first losses.
The Spartans’ toughest meet of
the week should he against Stanford. In the Northern California
Invitational, SJS was able to nose
out the Tribe, 49-30.
Against Fresno the Spartan
freshmen had better luck, whipping Fresno yearlings, 20-5.

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

fektrdE

yard run earlier in the evening.
Evans quarter mile time was 50.0.
The high-stepping Smith seemed
to glide with ease but finished in
48.2.
In earlier events concerning the
Spartans, Evans sped to an easy
600 win, Smith was caught in the
blocks and finished second in the
60, and pole vaulter Chris Papanicolatou placed second behind world.
record holder Bob Seagren.
Evans led all the way enroute
to his 600 yard win over Stanford’s
Jim Ward and the Santa Clara
Youth Village’s Bill Gairdner. The
SJS junior, acknowledged as the
world’s premiere 440 runner
clocked a 1:12.5.
Smith was caught in the blocks
and had to come from behind
grab second in 6.1 to Nebraska’s
Charlie Green in the 60 yard dash.
Out well on two false starts
precipitated by other sprinters
Smith apparently waited in the
blocks on the third try. Although
spectators expected to hear the
second gun fire, officials let the
race go on. Smith, expecting the
second gun, was caught waiting.

Any members of the hush basketball team planning to enter
the Air Force had better take
advantage of a rare opportunity
tonight.
The Spartababes entertain Hamilton Field, one of the best military
teams in the Bay Area over the
past ten years, in the preliminary
to the varsity game with Australia.
Stan Morrison’s club had one
chance earlier in the season against
the Air Force, but fell 66-62 at
Hamilton Field.
While the Sports will have the
home court advantage this evening, the invaders boast an im-

Judoists Return
To Competition
Tomorrow Night

pressive list of tietories and a
15-1 mark.
Besides experience Hamilton
Field has a tall team with good
jumping ability.
Its only loss came to Sonoma
State, which Hamilton had beaten
earlier by 23 points, according to
Morrison.
The Air Force five has beaten
California’s number-one ranked junior College, City College of San
Francisco, and the Santa Clara
trash, which is led by two former
high school All-Americans.
In addition to the problems of
merely facing a tough team, the
Spartahabes will be without starting forward Bud LeFever. He is
expected to he out a week after
spraining his ankle in last July’s
64-54 loss to Stanford.
Morrison plans to open with
Coby Dietrick and Bernie Veasey
at forwards, Ken Harness at center, and Dave Malkin and Tom
Cooper at guard, Don Woodf in,
Lee De Shong, Joel Salmi, Ken
Stahl and Bill Stoltenberg will
also see action.
Friday the Spartan allowed Stanford to jump to a 33-19 halftime
lead before losing by 10.
"We were outreboundecl by 14,"
Morrison explained. "That was the
deciding factor in the garlic."
Morrison was happy with the
improved defense in the second
period, however. The Spartans have
devoted a good deal of their recent
practice time to defense and success there could be the key factor
tonight.
Dietrick was high man for SJS
against the Tribe with 14. Veasey
and Malkin added nine each.

Playing on a varsity soccer team
such as SJS’ has its benefits, and
for Steve Locci the benefit is an
All-America honorable mention
berth.
Locci was tabbed honorable mention last week and joins fellow
Spartan Hemy Camacho as the
only SJS All-Americans.
A starting member for Julie
Menendez three years, Locci established himself as a top-notch defensive player.
His startling play for SJS this
past season helped the Spaintins
to their best record in several
years
9 wins and only 2 losses
-- and a berth in the NCAA quarterfinals.
Coach Menendez tabbed Locci
as one of the "smartest" players
on the club as he moved into
vacated positions on the field to
stop opposing teams’ shots.
Such a play occurred at Stanford during the season in which
he blocked an Indian goal attempt
while SJS goalie Frank Mangtola
was caught up and couldn’t get
back to the net in time.
The save was inqxwtant because
the final score was 4-3 in favor of
San Jose.
Playing the back of the SJS lineup, Locci had little chance to add
in the Spartan offensive thrusts,
but when a free-kicic was warranted, the stocky, 28-year -old veteran
came through.

Randall Captures
Venturi Award
Ross Randall was awarded the
first annual Ken Venturi Scholarship over the holidays. The senior
golfer, a B-plus student in business
administration, was awarded on
the basis of "need and proven
superiority in both scholarship and
golf." Venturi, an SJS grad, is the
1964 U.S. Open champ.
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Henry’s Still

FOR
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Danny Glines is bugged.
It’s had enough that his Spartan
baskethallers are threatening to
suffer one of the worst seasons
in years, but now the flu bug is
getting him down.
So bad that he is only a possible
starter at the coaching spot tonight
at 8 when the SJS cagers play host
to the traveling Australian stars
in Spartan Gym.
SJS is coming off a 96-75 shelling at the University of California
at Santa Barbara Saturday night.
SCHEDULE BREAK
Tonight’s game, a break from
the regular West Coast Athletic
Conference schedule, will be preceded at 6 p.m. when the Sparta babes take on Hamilton Field in
the preliminary game.
When the varsity goes into
action, Glines is expected to be
suited for duty. If illness forces
his absence, however, fresh and
assistant coach Stan Morrison will
take over the coaching chores.
Regardless who coaches, the
Spartans are in for a rough evening. The Australians are no pushovers. Over the weekend, Idaho
State barely edged the Aussies 104103. SJS beat the Idaho team 11485 earlier this seasonbut had to
give their best effort of the year
to do so.
Since the Idaho triumph, the
Spartans have split six games. The
Santa Barbara affair Saturday was
the most recent loss.
OPEN SLOW
Opening slowly, the SJS crew
fell behind 12-4 as they went six
minutes with only two goals. Bed
h
Steve n
Schlink,i
the
Spartans
shoved through 25 points. UCSB,
meanwhile, powered for 41.
Behind by 20 early in the second
half, SJS coulld not tighten the
gap. Schlink wound up the evening
as the top San Jose scorer with

Newman-Catholic Student Center

22 points while Rick Carpenter
dumped in 16 arid Clarence Denzer
meshed 15.
All -(’oast honor candidate Dick
Kolberg proved that he is worth
watching by hitting 21; points although the Gauchos substituted
freely.
The Spartans’ productive second
half resulted primarily from hot
shooting by Schlink and Carpenter.
Denzer was ejected from the
contest with three seconds remaining for elbowing UCSB’s Breck
MacLaren, who made good on all
four charity tosses,

SCREEN
SCENES
STUDIO
292-6778
896 South FIrst
"Murderer’s Row"
"Bring! Brinci! You’re Dead"
Student Discount Roles

AFTER-HOLIDAY

STARTS TODAY!
TOPS
.. $3
Sleeveless knit shells
Long-sleeved knit shirts $4. 5
$5
White dressy blouses
Italian handknit sweaters $6

PANTS
$6
London Cord Capris
$12
Corduroy pants suits
Cotton suede pants suits $16

Chaplains-Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman

DRESSES

Sister Mary Antoinette

. made with secret crust, loaded with orchard fresh
apple slices, and deep fried to golden perfection.

$7, 9
$10

Wools
Orions

COATS

Daily Mass 11:40 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Friday 11:40 a.m. only

Corduroy Rain

100% wool

Coats
..

Camel hair

$12
$30
$30

%Aim Sox
79 S. Fifth St.

295-1771

261 E. Wit.,,, (bet. 6th & 7th)
287-0214

READY TO SERVE
YOU WITH CASH
FOR YOUR BOOKS!
FAST, FRIENDLY
SERVICE

515 S. Tenth St.

and new
Hot Apple Pie Bar . . . . 250

nAn.vx

Danny Glines Irked More Ways Than One

Air cinkaiM

Prices, But

15c Hamburgers.

Freshman Hoopsters
Entertain Air Force

Intramurals

Increased Their

Has Delicious

shot record held formerly by Gary
Guhner.
According to advance advertisement, Matson Was a cinch to shatter the old standard.
Next action is Saturday night
at 6:30 in the new Oakland Sports
Arena. With Oakland previewing
a new "fastrac" surface, times are
expected to be faster as the usual
spring resulting from running on
the boards will be appreciably
lessened.

LEFTY SECOND
Papanicolaou, who will register
officially at SJS next semester,
cleared 16-6 In the pole vault. The
left-handed vaulter gives the Spartans strength in an event which
hurt SJS last year.
Little Bob Griffin picked up a 10111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
second in the 160 - to Tommy’s
brother Ernie, a freshman at Oregan State. Griffin clocked in at
16.7.
Teams interested in next semesOther new Spartans also made
ter’s intramural basketball must
he represented at a captain’s meeting Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in
MG201, according to Intramural
Director Dan Unruh.
Unruh explained that independent teams, which open earlier than
fraternity clubs, must especially
attend the meeting.
If rest is the cure of all ills, the
Independent action will begin
SJS judo club is the healthiest Tuesday, Feb. 14 and fraternity
play the following week. The All team around.
Coach Yosh Uchida and his team College Tourney is slated for
April 4-6.
have been idle since Nov. 20 of last
SWIMMING
year, but beginning tomorrow the
There will also be a swimming
Spartans begin the hectic col- team captain’s meeting tomorrow
at 3:30 p.m. in MG201. The All legiate schedule that, hopefully
will lead to another national cham- College Swim Meet will be staged
Friday afternoon at 3:30 after topionship.
morrow evening’s trials,
Testing the Spartans first will
be UC Berkeley and the Stanford
Indians in a triangular meet in
"Work of Art"
Stanford.
Many of the Spartans will ix.
Sweaters & Cashmere Costs
competiting in different categories
Our Specialty
than the opening match of the season.
10% DISCOUNT
At the San Jose Buddhist Promotional Nov. 20, nine Spartans
WITH ASH CARD
advanced. Tony Pagan jumped to
the highest black belt division
while teammates Mark Bullock,
Art Cleaners
Stan Natano and Erwin Ozawa
3)5 E. Santa Clara
293-1030
were promoted to the first brown
belt division (Inn).
Making advancement to the
second brown belt division, (Nikyul were John Gruhel, Jim Gellepsis, and Phil Larocca.
Norio Yokoo and Marty Breson
were promoted to the third brown
belt (Sankyt.) division.
Another valuable jucioist will be
Roger Miller, a victor on the
NCAA champs last season.

Some of Our
Competitors Have

impressive showings.
Ricky Rogers proved versatile by
placing fourth in the 60-yard high
hurdles -behind stars Ralph Poston and Don Shy-- and hoppedstepped-jumtvsi to third. His
hurdle time was 7.3 and he triple
jumped 47-3.
In the evening’s big "quack -up,"
Oregon’s bulky Neal Steinhauer
tossed the shot 64-4
to upset
Randy Matson. In fact, "Superduck" quacked the world indoor

’Locci Gains
All-America
Recognition

SPART4N

Tuesday. January 10. 1966

BOOKTID E
330 South Tenth Street
across from the men’s dorms

OPEN:
Mon.-Thur. 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Fri. -Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

KAM To Present ’
Speaker Tonight

Tuesday, January It 19118

4--DIPAILTAS DAILY

Job Interviews I
Percussion Ensemble Program Tonigni at 815 4. 4 .4 4.4 4.4 4. 1:.44.44,14iP
To Feature Senior Music Majors, Professor
. La

Mar music majors Linda Pimentel and Ralph Humphrey will
be among the performers featured
at the Percussion Ensemble program at 8:15 tonight in Concert
Hall. Admission is free.
Directing the ensemble will be
Anthony Cirone, assistant professor of music, whose "Overture in
Percussion for the Young Audiences- will open the program.
liaiii(.brey will be featured in
"Concerto for

Percussion.’ Mrs. Pimentol will
perform in a piece which will be
announced at the concert.
Other performers in the ensemble are music majors Anthony Coppola, David Steele, John Riggle,
Michael Wells, Joseph Green, Phyllis Freedman and Cheryl Melott.
Percussion instruments used will
include harp, xylophone, timpani
and marimba.
"Thee Marches for Percussion,"
by Morris Lando. composition stu-

SELL BACK
BOOKS
50% +10%

dent at San Francisco State, will
have its world premier tonight.
Program selections also will include Rudolph Ganz’ "Percussion
Melee"; P. Glanville-Hicks’ "Sonata for Piano and Percussion";
and Earl Zindars’ "Fickle Weather."
Completing the program will be
Johann Strauss’ "Tales From the
Vienna Woods"; "Koke No Nivea"
(Moss garden): and Vie Firth’s
"Encore in J;i/z."

Negroes To Meet
A special meeting for Negro
students will be held today at
2:30 p.m. in CH166 to discuss the
dismissal of Charles K. Moreland,
ASH information officer.
According to Robert Kelley, cochairman of the Dilemma of the
American City program. ASH
Pres. Jerry Spolter has been invited to present his reasons for
firing Moreland.

XEROX COPIES
10c each
Special Quantity Discounts
No Waiting
Copies Anything Printed

RENT

on all books to be
used next semester.
Bonus rates during finals.

I student rates)

silllie conducted in the
H....alum Center ADM234 on
Wednesday and are open to all
1967 graduates. Selected students
will sign-up for a nine month practical training program in San
Francisco or Los Angeles and will
experience the first hand working
of government, politics, business,
labor, and professional trade associations as they relate to public
affairs.
California state Department of
Fish and Game. Gene L. Gerdes,
and George
wildlife In
Nokes. fisheries biologist, will he
on campus tomorrow to interview
senior men for careers in fish and
game management. Majors in biological science and conservation
are wanted if they are either January or June graduates.
iNTERS’IEWS FOR TEACHERS
Alvord Unifie d. (Riverside),
Teachers needed in elementary, intermediate and high school
(w.
t orrs
Fremont Unified (Fremont).
Teachers wanted in special education, element ii0 anti high school
tomorrow.

ePie(4

Magaztne and mduNtrtal photography will be discussed by Don
Shapero, past president of the
San Francisco chapter of the
Why did approximately 5U,OUU registered I temocruts in San Jose’s American Society of ’Magazine
Photogiaphers, in a talk tonight
25th Assembly District stay home last election day?
to members of Kappa Alpha Mu
Al Jacobs, vice chairman of the San Jose Metropolitan Republiin JC101 at 7:30.
can League, will analyze the factors leading to this remiiritable deThe Palo Alto photographer’s
8
in
at
tonight
speech
velopment in a Young Republican-sponsored
visit to the campus coincides with
JC136.
the opening of a 28-panel exhibit
The Ills will hold a general meeting following Jacobs’ talk.
of photographs by San Francisco
ASMP members in the central wing
of the college library. The exhibit
will be on display through Feb. 13.
Shapero’s illustrated talk is open
Wednesday is the last day graduation appointments will be tuke,n to all interested persons. He will
this semester. All students wishing to graduate in June should sched- discuss his work and objectives of
the American Society of Magazine
ule an appointment in the Registrar’s Office, ADM102,
All June graduates most have an appointment with a graduation Photographers.

YRs To Present Speaker

Grad Appointment Deadline

A full-time industrial photographer, Shapero holds RA. and
Deadline to apply for June graduation is
MA, degrees in English and jourMarch 31.
nalism from the University of
Graduation appointments will again be available in February
Michigan. He taught English and
and March.
journalism at Wayne State University for three years before joining the General Motors’ photographic staff during World War II.
Pre-registration for all Foreign Languages classes for spring
begins tomorrow through Friday.
FRESNO Al’’A crowd of
Students may sign up for spring semester classes from 9 to 4
about 100 persons mostly students, on those days, in Rm. 5A of Building N.
watched on the Fresno State College campus Sunday as Gov. Ronald Reagan was hanged in effigy
because of a tuition proposal.
The cloth and paper-stuffed
dummy dangled by its neck for
TODAY
House Smorgas Board, 310 Auzer30 minutes before W. D. Albright,
Ski Club, 7:30 p.m., .1C141. Dry ias (behind Sears). Election night,
dean of students, ordered campus
land ski school mid information on plus inspiration from The Leader
to take it down.
semester break, lodging, transpor- and others. All members and nonThe site was a new college adtation and winter carnival will be members cordially invited. Social
ministra ton building under condiscussed.
Hour begins at 6:30 p.m.
struction.
Young
Republicans, 8
p.m.,
JC136. Al Jacob s, chairman of
the Metropolitan San Jose Republican League will speak on the dehow to pay holiday bills and eat splendidly)
veloping political organization for
This coupon, and $1.49, is good for
San Jaw’s new assemblyman, Dr.
COMPLETE FAMILY NIGHT DINNER
Earle P. Crandall,
clerk. Major and minor forms must be on file in the Registrar’s Office
prior to the interview.

Language Pre-Reg To Begin

Reagan Effigy Hung

Open Tonight
Until 9 p.m.

Spartaguide

fekt0.0.1

CLIP THIS AND SAVE MONEY

(Or,

Sell your books at Barracks 13
Behind the Home Economics building

Late model standard
New portables
. Rental -purchase
Free dlivery

Spanish Club, 3:30 and 7 p.m..
Morris Dailey Auditorium, The
Spanish film "Maria Candelaria"
will be shown. Donations 50 cents.
German Club. 3:30 p.m., ED414.

pattatt geoltitepe
"right on campus"

96 E. SAN FERNANDO ST.
295.6765

Spartan Daily Classifieds
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ht. Ju’
Frarf.

EUROPE TWA

AUTOMOTIVE In
’66 HONDA 90 Trail. Like new. 900
I-.1385. Ask for Hap.
55 CHEVY. t .-1,,,:heater, automatic.
Good condition. Want
,
,F niter p.m.
65 HONDA 50, ,cellent condition. Red
.
’,to easy miles. $125. 2694207
Wrecked VW for parts.
or newer. Call 293.9987.
’56 PLYMOUTH, Goad transportation.
tires. $75. Call Fred at

WANTED,

- ’64 VESPA 125 cc. Low mileage. Many
,-idltion. Best offer
60 CORVETTE
,

-

e tsmstic

283

764

’62 RAMBLER AMERICAN. I wo d
2e5 8158.
63

IMPALA, V-8 a
Good condition.
. "Se -4185.

WHITE

fires and
.55 VW,
Suoroof. R/H.
i-0.
A.,1,
r Mike.
’51

S.

i

FORD. Gobd tresportation car to
-Fool. $98. 292.4805, ask for

_
’56 CHEVY. Racing green -rebuilt Vette
1283I --New transmission, 4:11 Beefed suspension-NPW brakes-extra
rants. 287 1377.
’52 CHEVY, stick, four door sedan. Good
unn my Lcinditic n. $60. Call 258.8406
after 5 p.m.
FOR SALE Ill
SKIS, with bindingr /’I", 215 cm. Pole.
Boots and after ski boots. men’s 12. All
5V) 205 0356.
----SKIS.
, Hart-Galatie 11 200
0 . - r -dings. Almost new. $1
SKI EQUIPMENT: ’65 Heeds & Had,
rants
for men
r e

THE LAST
DAY TO PLACE
A CLASSIFIED
AD THIS
SEMESTER IS
JANUARY 13.

NURSING MAJORS! New SJS Nursing ONE OR TWO roommates wanted t.,
,,
$15. Call 7F-1635.
share apt. Private rooms. $32.50 & $42.5
10 SPEED BIKE .. ,
Good plus utilities. 660 S. 111h, 292-8226.
FOR RENT: FURNISHED 3 bedroom, 2
bath Eichler home. Spring and Summer
ito
semesters. Prefer adults. Call after 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED 141
269-6954.
NOW RENTING ONE and two bedroom
MODELS, HOSTESSES, GO GO DANC- furnished apts. Pool. Two blocks from
ERS warted. IC per hour. Cad 293-E555. SJS. 293.1445. 567 S. 5th.
For TV work, openings & fashion shows.
APT. FOR RENT. Furnished. Married
ASSISTANT MANAGER needed to man- couples only. $120 per month. 3837
age apt. Prefer married couple with Barker Drive. San Jose. Call 296-0458.
child. Light duties in exchange for half
GIRL ROOMIE wanted for spring. One
rent. 293-1445.
bedroom apt. One block from SJS. $55
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY two dinner ha-s-t-i-- per month. 476 S. 7th, #9. 287-0574.
ers at Acacia Fraternity, 201 S. 1316
NEED ONE MALE upper division roomSt 293.9611.
mate to share modern large apt. Call
297-7180 after 6 p.m.
HOUSING (51
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED to
CONTRACT FOR SALL Approved share with three others. $50. Nice. Call
women’s housing, room and board. Re- 297-9816 ask for Sue.
duced price. Call Nancy, 252-9117.
GIRL WANTED to share house with
LARGE SINGLE room for senior or grad three others. $40 per month. 538 S. 8th,
student. Quiet & comfortable, kitchen Call 286.0391.
r,..’,1,,,ges. 643 S. 616.
292-7470.
- - IMMEDIATE AND SPRING openings. 2
FOR THOSE PREFERRING
quiet bedroom apts. for rent. 351 S. 11th #6,
4 pen- 286-9351.

GIRLS UNAPPROVED ROOM & kitchen
. ’HS per month. Dou,
,
bles, $3/ per month. Call between 2 &
5 p.m. 60 S. 71h St. 292-1842.
MATURE MALEstudent needed to share
off ernpus two bedroom apt, with same.
C
292-2233 after 530 p.m.
WOULD LIKE -LADY to live in our
ho-ne. Select neighborhood. Kitchen
priv:lertes and pool. 248-8499 after 5
p.m
WORKING GIRL WANTS roommate.
Nice apt, with pool. Call Liz: days, 29716E6, y
gs, 296-4897.

LOST

AND FOUND 161

LOST,

parking garage. Brown
Geology and Philosophy class
. Reward. 251-4757.
PERSONALS t71

CUSTOM MADE contemporary wedding
rings. Original jewelry in cast gold and
silver. George Larimore. 354.1273.
SERVICES IS)

21 & MARRIED. Receive age 25 or over
rates on auto insurance. Liability net $67
MUST SELL KENNEDY HALL approved annually. Dave Towle. 244-9600.
UNFURNISHED APTS., two bedroom. housing contract for spring semeste .
TYPING. Pica Electric. Work guaran
ewly renovated. 5 min. drive to SJS. $85 Call 298.1827, Pam.
teed. 243.6313. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
month. 293.5995.
ROOM FOR RENT. Large single man’
LEARN SKYDIVING. Stevens School of
CLEAN DOUBLE bedroom apt. and room. SJS approved. Near campus. $4
Reasooable. Ckse to colleges.
oronth. Kitchen privileges. For Spring Sport Parachuting. Oakland Municipal
Airport. Bldg. 727. 569-5358.
Approved. 66,
’.
5.1.
’ _286.4160.
FAST, ACCURATE Typing in my home.
I.B.M. Electric. Themes, thesis, whet have
you? Call 371-1399,
To buy, sell, rent or
PROFICIENT TYPING. Elite electric.
Minimum
Guaranteed. Call 243.0947 after 4 p.m.
announce anything,
times
time
Three
times
Five
One
Three
lines
WILL DO TYPING in my home. Double
just fill out and clip
One time
line. 400 per sheet. 2638 Lombard Ave.
this handy order
Call 258-1725.
2.50
2.25
1.50
3
lines
’
blank.
QUALITY TYPING done in my home.
3.00
2.00
2.75
4 lines
Reasonable rates. Call 269-2953.
3.50
3.25
5 lines
2.50
TYPING done in my home. Call 2934027Send to Spartan Daily
before 11.00 a.m. or after 1:00 p.m.
3.75
4.00
3.00
6 lines
TYPING. Firta Electric. Work quarrel.
CIASSIFIlDS
Add this
teed. 241 6313, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m,
1206. San lose State
amount for .."
College. San lose
each addiTRANSPORTATION 191
tional line
Cala 95114
WANT RIDE to New EnglandN.Y. area
Print your ad here:
at end of semester. Share expenses. Call
(Count approximately 33 Letters and Spaces
CHECK A
287 1847 or 286.3791. Ask for Dave.
for Each Line)
CLASSIFICATION
Do Not Abbreviate
No refunds poseble on canceled ads
Announcements (1)
To place an ad:
(:j Automotive (2)
C) For Sale (3)
Call at
1:1 Help Wanted (4)
El Housing (5)
Classified Adv. Office - J206
El Lost and Found (6)
CI Personals (7)
Daily
O Services (8)
17,1 Transportation (9)
9:30 a.m. - 3:50 p.m.
rn

CLASSIFIED RATES

MOW

(Please Print)

For

days.

City

Phone..

Address

Send in handy order
cash

Enclosed is $
Start ad on

_

_

or

check.

Make

blank. Enclose
check

Spartan Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414,

Bet. 2465

out to

American Marketing Association.
6:30 p.m., Miller’s Steak House, 123
W. Santa Clara, San Jose. Final
meeting of the semester. Elections
for spring semester will take place
A social will follow at 6:30 p.m.
and the meeting will be at 7:30
p.m. Dr. Patrick Williams, professor of Manpower Management at
SJS, will speak on "Group Methods
of Management Training."
German Table, 12:30 p.m., southwest corner of the cafeteria.
Spartan Spears, 6 p.m., WG142.
TO:1101illOW
Sigma Nu Alpha, Nursing Club,
3:30 p.m., FI407. Senior skit.
American Meterological Society.
7:30 p.m., E329. Dr. M. P. Wennekens, oceanographer at the Office
of Naval Research, San Francisco,
will speak on "Aerial Techniques in
Ocean Pollution Surveys." The
public is invited and refreshments
will be served.
Epsilon Eta Sigma, English Honor Society, 3:30 p.m., 1-11. "Alienation in Modern Society and Existential Man" will be the topic of
Dr. Robert Hodges, chairman of
the Sociology Department.
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, 7:30 p.m.,
ABL It is necessary to renew student magazine subscriptions. Refreshments will be served.
Society for the Advanceownt of
Management, 7:30 p.in., Sveden

CIGS

15c

Kleenex
3 Hershey Bars ___
2 Toilet Tissue _
Paper Towels _ _____
Crest lg. size

(regularly $1.79) each Monday, Tuesday & Wednesday during January 1967
Soup, salad, vegetables, choice of entrees and desserts -deliciously pre.
pored, delightfully served,

SPECIAL atat 535 E. Santa Clara St. Only
IT MEANS MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
TO READ THIS CAREFULLY
WOODWORKING TOOLS & HOW
LAUGH LOUDER LIVE LONGER
TO USE THEM. 300 illus. Camby Harry Hershfield. Funny jokes
& stories. (Orig. $2.95)
plate ., Aiuctions.
$1
. .... $1
MIRRORS OF THE SOUL by Kahn!
PAINTING MADE EASY. Water
Gibran, author of "The Prophet."
color, oils, pastels, etc. etc. 65
(Orig. $2.75)
illus. (Orig. $2.95)
...
SI
$1
SAN FRANCISCO: A Profile with
World War I: OVER THERE the
Pictures by Barnaby Conrad. From
story of the troops, battles, heroes,
Gold Rush to now. 200 photos 4
naval & and air action, etc. Over
in color. (Orig. $8.50) .
$2.98
300 photos. ($10)
$3.95
HOW TO STRENGTHEN YOUR
CHINESE ART: Bronzes, pottery.
MEMORY for names, faces, things
porcelain, painting, etc. 48 color
to do. etc. (Orig. $2.95) .
$1
plates.
$2.98
CUSTOM BUILT RIFLES design &
WEBSTER’S DICTIONARY Over
oroduction. Over 100 illus. (Orig.
50,000 entries, over 445 pages.
$5
$1.98
guides, etc.
$1
HUNDREDS MORE TO SELECT FROM
Fiction, Travel, Biography, Children’s books, Religion, Music, Art, etc. Get these new
hooks at Bargain Price.. Now at San Jose Book Shop. Come Early for Good Choice
IF YOU WANT A BOOK, ANY BOOKask us about it-chances are we can give you immediate information as to
enact
title and availability. If we don’t have it, we can get it for you Pro’ Wir
Best Seller
Open until
Reprints
9 p.m.
for Less
Thursday
295-5513

lobe

OK SHOP

119 E. San Fernando between 3rd and 4th Sts.

PRINTING
DUPLICATING
AND

15e
Se
10e
10e
29c

Purchase
of $2
and

50 COPIES
$240

w/Minimum

CASH
DISCOUNT
ON
MAJOR
BRAND
GASOLINE
Puritan Oil Co.
4811 & Williams
1086 6 Taylor

6th & Keyes
1386 & Jolla,

(81/2 x11" One Side, Including Paper)
Other quantities and sixes proportl ..... fy

mIcel

WHILE YOU WAIT
(About 10 Minutes)

Globe Printing Co.
(INSTA.PRINT DIVISION)

1445 SOUTH FIRST ST.

PHONE 295-6911

